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In September, I had the 
pleasure of touring the 
Nahendeh riding with MLA 
Shane Thompson and meeting 
with residents and leaders of 
Sambaa K’e, Jean Marie River, 
Fort Liard, Nahanni Butte and 
Fort Simpson.

The tour had many highlights 
including: a feeding-the-water 
ceremony on the shore of Trout 
lake in Sambaa K’e; a delicious 
lunch in Jean Marie River; 
a tour of Echo Dene School 
in Fort Liard; a lesson in 3D 
printing in Nahanni Butte; and 
a meet-and-greet with JK/K 
students in Fort Simpson.

Over the course of my trip, I toured Dehcho schools and 
learned about the many incredible programs and resources 
being used to support both students and educators. I 
was amazed by the creativity and resourcefulness of each 
community and impressed by how resources are being 
maximized to ensure students are getting the most out 
of their education. From community gardens and music 
lessons, to bringing elders into the classroom or bringing 
classrooms onto the land, Dehcho communities have shown 
great commitment to education, adapting to the needs of 
their students, culture, and history.

I also learned about some of the challenges facing Dehcho 
schools. Residents of Sambaa K’e want local high school 
programming to ensure students’ education and daily life 
better reflect their local culture. Residents of Jean Marie 
River want to ensure that their residents who work at 
the mines receive training so that they are certified for 
other well-paying jobs once the mines wind down their 

operations.  Residents of Fort Liard were interested in the types of 
programming that will be available at the new polytechnic university, 
and hoped the programs would help students develop into future 
leaders. Residents of Nahanni Butte would like to see more opportunities 
to include cultural programing in schools. Residents of Fort Simpson 
want to make sure that distance learning helps students achieve their 
academic goals, and that the transformation of Aurora College brings 
benefits to their community. 

These were just some of the concerns that were raised. As Minister, it’s 
important for me to hear from communities, educators, and students 
about what they think will help improve the overall education experience 
in their classrooms and communities. These conversations help guide 
government policies, programs, and decisions.

Thank you for welcoming me into your communities and sharing your 
perspectives. I am committed to working in collaboration with you, 
and communities across the territory, to find innovative and realistic 
solutions that help equip young people with the skills they need to 
thrive.

DENE AUTHOR TOURING THE DEHCHO
Article by Superintendent Brulot

In the spring of 2022, some of the Dehcho 
communities were lucky to have the visit of the 
award-winning Dene filmmaker and author from 
Tulita, Raymond Yakeleya.

Raymond is a real inspiration for our youth, a 
self-made success story, who has produced award-
winning programs for Bravo, APTN, PBS and other 
broadcasters through his Edmonton-based company, 
the Earth Magic Media Group. 

Raymond studied photography and television 
production at the Banff School of Fine Arts and 
attended the UCLA summer cinema program in Los 
Angeles. His many credits include From the Spirit, a 
series profiling Indigenous artists; We Remember, featuring the testimony of elders from Slavey and 
Loucheux communities in the Mackenzie Delta; and The Last Mooseskin Boat (1982), which honours the 
traditional river-based culture of the Shotah Dené

We are currently working on a potential partnership with Mr. Yakeleya, to involve the Dehcho students in 
a fantastic project.  If it works out, our students will learn film making while recording the stories of our 
Elders, the stories of the Dehcho.  We hope this project will materialize because it will help our students 
record their own history.  

In so doing, our students will play their part and will embody the Dene Law to pass on the 
teachings.

BDDEC HOSTS EDUCATION FORUM IN ADVANCE OF  
NATIONAL DAY FOR TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION
In honor of the second National Day for Truth and Reconciliation, the Beaufort Delta Divisional Education 
Council hosted a very special event in Inuvik, NT on Wednesday September 28th: an education forum 
called “Hivumukta Attauchkun (Inuvialuktun) or “Yeendoo Neeghah’Treedaa” (Gwich’in) which means 
“Moving Forward Together”.  This event filled Inuvik’s friendship center: Ingamo Hall, with the voices and 
ideas of Indigenous leaders, DEA members, parents, and Elders who were invited to share their valuable 
perspectives.

The Dehcho Board is extremely proud of our 
soccer team, the wolfpack.  They made their 
way to Hay River on Sept. 23 to compete 
in the territorial tournament. We had 41 
participants from both schools who enjoyed 
a weekend of making memories, enhancing 
their soccer skills, and simply having fun. We 
acknowledge the efforts and dedication 
of our staff who dedicated their time 
to make this a success.

TERRY FOX DAY AT MOOSE KERR
At only 18 years old, Terry Fox first impacted Canada on April 12, 1980, when he took his first step for 
cancer.  At that time there were some 300,000 people across the nation running alongside or for Mr. Fox.  
In the end Terry would run for 143 days (more than 5,373 km) at an average of 42 km a day – literally a 
marathon a day, before succumbing to his cancer on June 21, 1981.

‘I want to set an example that will never be forgotten.’  Terry Fox.

THANK YOU FOR THE WARM WELCOME! 
A MESSAGE FROM R.J. SIMPSON, MINISTER OF EDUCATION, CULTURE AND EMPLOYMENT
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‘I want to set an example that will 
never be forgotten.’  Terry Fox

At only 18 years old, Terry Fox first 
impacted Canada on April 12, 1980, 
when he took his first step for cancer.  
At that time there were some 300,000 
people across the nation running 
alongside or for Mr. Fox.  In the end 
Terry would run for 143 days (more 
than 5,373 km) at an average of 42 km a 
day – literally a marathon a day, before 
succumbing to his cancer on June 21, 
1981.  

Terry’s first run managed to raise over 
1.7 million dollars for cancer research, 
.7 million more than his goal.   To date, 
with some 10 thousand schools and 
over 4 million people participating 
annually, the Terry Fox Foundation 
has raised an estimate of 850 million 
toward research.  It is hard to believe 
it all started with a single step.  Over a 
period of a couple of weeks, students at 
Moose Kerr School prepared to show 
their respects and appreciation for 
Terry Fox and the wonderful examples 
he has placed on humanity and his 

willingness to support.  With posters 
in hand, ambitions geared up, and the 
community by their side, the students, 
faculty and staff of MKS accomplished 
their walk while on their minds the 
ambitions of Terry’s humble hope 
could someday cure a disease effecting 
more than 17 million people a year 
world-wide…some of which live in 
Aklavik and the surrounding region.  
But a cure will be found, so long as we 
‘keep up the good fight’ and give what 
we can afford to ensure a cancer-free 
world.

TERRY FOX DAY
MOOSE KERR SCHOOL
BY: DAN SUMMERS

LITERACY IN TWO LANGUAGES
BY: SHAREN ALLEN AND PAULINE GILMOUR

After much planning, we have finally 
realized a dream for literacy and for 
our Dene Zhatíe. We now have easy, 
free access to online audio books in 
Dene Zhatíe! This means anyone can 
listen to children’s books in Dene 
Zhatíe. By simply googling Unite 
for Literacy, parents, grandparents, 
Indigenous Language Teachers or any 

teacher, brothers, sisters too …we can 
all learn new words with these books. 
Don’t be shy. Adults, you can learn 
too. You can be a great role model 
for learning by trying alongside your 
children and it’s fun.

Right now, we have 5 picture books 
available with 5 more soon to come. 
With time, we hope to have many 

more. Mary Jane Cazon was asked to 
translate some of the books for our 
project. You can hear her voice when 
you click the arrow on the book and 
click through the pages of your chosen 
book.  

Happy Reading to everyone, Edíhtłe 
zhatíe negha nezu.

Amy Cotton
Angela Griffin 
Benjamin Adams 
Cedar Wechlin, 
M.Ed 

Dan Summers
Dean Squirrel
Devin Roberts
Diana Gargan 
Gitta Causa
Kiera Kenny-
Andrew 

Kim Sali 
Kristen Morrison 
Mary Jane Cazon 
Pauline Gilmour 
Sharen Allen
Sheena 
Bonnetrouge

Sushil Jasper
Sylvester Boadi 
Yvette Jean-
Jacques
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NEWS FROM BEAUFORT DELTA

GRANDPARENT/ELDER APPRECIATION DAY
MOOSE KERR SCHOOL
BY: DAN SUMMERS

“What the elders see while sitting the young ones standing on their toes won’t 
see.” Proverb

On September 16, Moose Kerr School had their first community opening since 
Covid hit the NWT.  Along with support from everyone here at the school and the 
entire community of Aklavik, more than 35 Elders/Grandparents participated in 
the ‘MKS Elder/Grandparent Appreciation Leisure Afternoon’. 

Student loved that their family and friends were finally able to see all the hard 
work they had accomplished since last visit.  In fact, there was a flurry of requests 
for Elders to visit classrooms, play board games, listen to stories, and just enjoy a 
cup of tea as they talked school, fishing, weather, community and MKS coming 
events. 

Students were also excited to share their cranberry muffins baked the day before, 
after going out on the land for a school-wide berry picking.  Thank you to the 
BDEC, our German Permafrost Research Team, members of the community that 
supported wildlife control, and all the faculty, staff, Elders and visitors for making 
the event a HUGE success.  In fact, it was such a pleasant afternoon for both Elders 
and students that more such events are being planned for the very near future.

THE BEAUFORT DELTA DIVISIONAL EDUCATION COUNCIL RECOGNIZES THE 
NATIONAL DAY FOR TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION.
BY: BDDEC SUPERINTENDENT DEVIN ROBERTS

In recognition of the National Day for 
Truth and Reconciliation, the Beaufort 
Delta Divisional Education Council 
and all nine of its schools participated 
in a variety of events. School staff and 
students organized events wearing 
orange on Thursday September 29th. 
Schools created displays and organized 
community marches. Photos were 
shared online via social media and 

school webpages. 

The Beaufort Delta Divisional 
Education Council hosted an open 
education forum on Wednesday 
September 28th 2022 with guests 
from local district education 
authorities, GNWT Education, Culture 
& Employment and community 
organizations invited. Open 

questions were asked to the panel 
on how to make improvements to 
the local education system. Themes 
such as future student success, 
Indigenizing Education, Wellness, and 
Decolonization were discussed.  

The Beaufort Delta Divisional 
Education Council office purchased 
LED lights. During the dark hours of 

the nights and mornings, all office 
windows will be orange to honor the 
day for Truth and Reconciliation & 
“Every Child Matters”. The orange lights 
will remain on indefinitely.  

A big hai cho, mahsi cho, quyanainni 
quana to all the BDDEC staff that 
organized the various events across the 
district. 
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Climate change is perhaps one of the 
most significant discussions of the 21st 
century; it is an important part of our 
students’ education, as they are the 
leaders of tomorrow and they will need 
to continue to find solutions to ever 
growing concerns. However, as most 
educators know, it is important for the 
classroom to go beyond theory-based 
teaching and to allow the students 
to partake in real life applications in 
order to build personal connections. 
On September 15th, 2022, the Middle 
School students of Moose Kerr School 
(MKS) in Aklavik, NWT, welcomed a 
small group of researchers who flew 
all the way from Germany to study the 
state of permafrost in the surrounding 
area.

The researchers represented two 
different organizations, The Alfred 
Wegner Institute for Polar and Marine 
Research and the Heidelberg Institute 

for Geo-information Technology. For 
a week and a half, the MKS students 
and the research team designed and 
executed a variety of drone surveillance 
missions with the purpose of gathering 
aerial images of the land and Aklavik. 
During these missions, students 
were the drone operators, the image 
surveyors, and the on-the-land experts, 

all integral roles to successfully gather 
the appropriate data. Once enough 
data was collected, the researchers 
worked closely with the students to 
organize and evaluate the data.

As can be expected, the data suggests 
that permafrost in the region is in 
the decline, but the students will not 
be able to fully understand the rate 
of decline until their friends from 
Germany return to Aklavik next year for 

Part 2 of the research. In the meantime, 
the MKS middle school students are 
using their found data and real-life 
experience to explore ways that they 
can decrease the impact they have on 
the environment. 

Our young leaders look to the land as 
a provider of life, tradition, and a place 
to learn. The weeks spent with their 
friends from Germany were invaluable 
for the students to understand how 
valuable the land is to them and to 
see how modern technology can help 
protect traditions.  As the researchers 
donated their drones to MKS, the 
students will continue to fly missions 
and gather data in preparation for next 
year. Furthermore, the classrooms 
will use the found data to continue to 
explore ways to prevent the damage 
resulting from the melting permafrost. 
The Aklavik moto is “Never Say Die,” 
and we will continue to exemplify this 
in our fight against climate change. 

ON-THE-LAND KNOWLEDGE MEETS DRONE TECHNOLOGY
AWI GERMAN RESEARCH TEAM & MOOSE KERR SCHOOL
BY: DANIEL J SUMMERS

NEWS FROM BEAUFORT DELTA

Beautiful, Amazing, Spectacular NWT
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MAKING SPRUCE GUM
BY: CEDAR WECHLIN M.ED

JUDO IN THE DEHCHO

FORT LIARD

This article was submitted in the spring 
of 2022  by Mr. Wechlin, teacher at Echo 
Dene school.

Mr. Welchlin is no longer part of the 
staff for this school year.

Ehtl’eet’oh Gonezu! 

I would like to celebrate our High 
School students who have been 
working hard to learn how to make 
Spruce Gum from start to finish, using 
all natural materials and methods. 
This is part of our CTS course 
Environmental Stewardship (Module 

1). 

First, students took 
a trip out to their 
community park, 
Hay Lake. They used 
recycled aluminum 
cans to scrap the fresh 
pitch off the spruce 
trees. It was also 
important that we 
learned which trees 
to look for. There was 

pre-teaching around foraging rules, 
tree identification and methods of 
harvesting. 

After students collected several buckets 
of pitch over 2 days, we picked through 
for leaves, stems, bark and moose hair. 
Cleaning up the product as we worked 
with it. Then, we used the cans again 
to help with the purification process, 
through heat and straining. 

Once the sap came was pure and 
runny, we worked with it quickly to 
mold into gum like pieces. Once the 
gum was cooled, we broke them into 
pieces, coated with corn-starch to cut 
the stickiness and jarred into mason 
jars. Finally, we gifted our first batch to 
elders in our families. 

It was a very interesting and engaging 
experience. The students enjoyed 
working outdoors and learning about 
the benefits and properties of spruce 
and it’s pitch. 

Furthermore, we wrapped our unit 
up with discussions of marketing, 
design and sales, as some students 
showed an interested in Wildcraft as 
Entrepreneurial quest. 

I have done other outings like this 
with my students, such as foraging for 
mushrooms, teas and dandelions as the 
snow has melted away and things are 
quickly coming to green!

Ms. Sharon Mahsi always for the 
resource and information shared.

Hello everyone, I am so happy to get 
to start judo this year. I am excited to 
work with the schools and after school 
programs. It was a long hard two years, 
but all the children are happy that judo 
is back.

My name is Amy Cotton and I was 
born and raised in Cape Breton Nova 
Scotia. I was allowed to join judo at 
age 6 and fell in love with the sport. I 
have won over 25 international medals 
and participated in 2 Olympic Games, 
2004 Athens Greece and 2012 London 

England. I became a certified coach 
for Sport Canada. 

I have a passion for this sport and 
have been sharing knowledge since 
my retirement as an athlete in 2013.  
For those that don’t know, judo is a 
martial art in the form of self-defence. 
It will teach your children to respect 
each other and to show kindness to all 
no matter size or shape. 

All children can participate in judo 
when I am in the schools or when they 
are invited to the bigger schools.
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FORT SIMPSON

The warmer days of summer are 
slowly fading behind us as we enter 
into autumn’s shorter, brisk days and 
a world colored by the brush of an 
orange and red paint. It’s been a month 
since our first day of classes and, by 
all means, a lot has happened since 
then at LKES. We have celebrated a 
multitude of events:

Corn Boil

On Friday, Sept. 9 our school joined the 
high school to have our annual Corn 
Boil. The turn out was phenomenal. 
Community members dropped in 
between 11:30-1:00pm for a burger, 
hot dog, and some corn. We would like 
to thank all those involved in helping 
pulling off another successful Corn 
Boil! (Figure. 1)   

Picture Day

Say “cheese”! The Fort Simpson District 
Education Authority (DEA) arranged 
another Picture Day for both schools 
on Monday, Sept. 26. This has been our 
second photoshoot since the easement 

of covid restrictions in our region. 
Mahsi LifeTouch Photography and our 
DEA for making Picture Day another 
success. 

Culture Camp

I’m speechless with the overwhelming 
amount of support we have received 
from staff, students and parents during 
our autumn Culture Camp from Sept. 
12-16. Our grade 5/6 students helped to 
setup and dismantle our camp with Ms. 
Bernice Gargan (Culture & Language 
Specialist) this year. They were true 
leaders and even helped out with our 
Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten 
students. In addition to our students, 
our staff were eager to pitch in where 
needed. Lastly, we had at least 50 
parents, elders, and knowledge keepers 
join our Culture Camp to help our 
children and to share in the experience. 
Culture Camp for us at LKES is another 
way to invite our community to get 
involved and help share knowledge 
with our staff and students. We are 

looking forward to our next Culture 
Camp experience! (Figure 2.3.4.5.6)

Wolfpack

Wolfpack, our soccer team, made 
their way to Hay River on Sept. 23 to 
compete in the territorial tournament. 
We had 41 participants from both 
schools who enjoyed a weekend of 
making memories, enhancing their 
soccer skills, and simply having fun. 
This was our first tournament in 3 years 
due to covid, and our students were 
in much need of the sportsmanship it 
entails. Mahsi to the chaperones, staff, 
DEA, and bus driver for making this 
happen. I’m sure it’ll be a part of their 
memories for years to come! (Figure 
7.8.)

Terry Fox

On Friday, Sept. 23 our school 
participated in the annual Terry 
Fox Run. This year Mrs. Whelly held 
a school-wide “Toonies for Terry” 
fundraiser, and thereafter our school 
walked to the local Golf Course for 

hot dogs and juice. We would like to 
thank Cst. Arielle of our local RCMP 
detachment for escorting us safely 
through town. (Figure 9).

Farewell Mr. Leader

Goodbyes are never easy. On 
Wednesday, Sept. 7 our school said 
farewell to Mr. Bernie Leader as he 
retired after 23 years with us. It was 
a bittersweet day because none of us 
wanted to see him go but realized it 
was much earned. We celebrated in 
the gymnasium with our high school 
in attendance, too. It was there that Mr. 
leader was surprised and then welcome 
with a cake and some presents. Mahsi 
Cho Mr. Leader for your years of 
dedication. You are missed greatly! 
(Figure 10.)

The start to our school year has been 
a fun-filled, educational one. Please 
follow our monthly LKES Events 
Calendar, check memos sent home, 
and follow our Facebook page for up-
to-date info. Mahsi everyone!

GREETINGS FROM LKES!
BY: MR. BENJAMIN ADAMS, LKES PRINCIPAL

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 8

Figure 6

Figure 9

Figure 7

Figure 10

Figure 5
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ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING AND LEARNING MATHEMATICS
BY: MR. SUSHIL JASPER

Technology is 
an essential 
tool for the 
learning and 
teaching 
mathematics in 
the current era 
and hence all 
students must 
have access to 

the relevant software tools to enhance 
their problem solving skills. The major 
objective is to heighten students’ 
problem-solving skills through 
visualization, analysis and informal 
reasoning.

1. Mathematical thinking is an act of 
sense making and depends on the 
processes of guessing, conjecturing 
and justifying.   

2. These processes of mathematical 
inquiry are accompanied by 
individual reflection and self-

monitoring.

3. Mathematical thinking generates 
through teacher scaffolding of the 
processes of inquiry.

4. The developed mathematical 
thoughts can be verified through 
technology by students.

Example:  Differentiate the function  
y = x2sin2x with respect to x.

Computation part: 

We need to use the Product Rule and 
the Chain Rule for the given composite 
function. 

By Product Rule 
 
 
By Chain Rule 
 
 
By basic derivatives 
 
 

By simplification 
 
 
Technology Part by using Maple 
Software Program:

The above solution can be generated 
easily by the students by using Maple 
program as follows:

The visual and descriptive skills in the 
corresponding levels of recognition, 
analysis and deduction:

The use of technology in teaching 
mathematics contributes considerably 
to mathematical reflection, problem 
identification and decision-making. 
Moreover, when teachers use 
technology strategically, they can 
provide greater access to mathematics 
for all students. Hence the learners 
can easily gain access to mathematical 
content and problem-solving contexts, 
and also computational fluency.

Levels  →
Skills

Recognition Analysis Deduction

Descriptive Write the given 
function to be 
differentiated in terms 
of Maple syntax – This 
is the coding part. [Red 
coloured text]

Execute the 
program to get 
the solution.

Compare the 
solution from the 
manual calculation 
and corresponding 
solution generated 
by Maple program.

→

In Art, students are learning about color 
theory. They learned how the colours we 
use are symbolic of life, emotion, and 
how we see ourselves. They learned how 
the colours we choose can be soothing 
or stimulating, calming, or energizing, 
and how combining different colours can 
change how we feel. 

Students in grades 7 through 9 were asked 
to draw and colour their handprints. 
They were asked to reflect on the colours, 
patterns and symbols that represent who 
they are and who they want to be. 

High School Students worked on blending 
colours to create a painting and reflect 
on how colours combine to create new 
colours, to understand how colours 

receded and advanced, and to draw the 
interest to specific areas on their painting. 
Students were also asked to create a non-
objective art piece as an extension to the 
colour theory unit. 

Our next project with all levels is going 
to be a collage. Students are being asked 
to choose a theme and use various 
textures, shapes and materials to create a 
comprehensive composition fitting their 
theme. They will be asked to name their 
piece and reflect on the process they used 
to create their art collage. 

The following photo is an example of 
student art that we have done so far this 
school year.

COLOR IN ART THERAPY
BY: KIM SALI

HAY RIVER 
SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
BY KRISTEN MORRISON

For the first time since Covid struck, 
we were finally able to take students 
out of town to participate the Hay River 
Outdoor Soccer tournament.  

Over the weekend of Sept 23-25th, 
twenty-four students from LKRHS 
and twenty-four from LKES travelled 
by bus and vehicle Friday morning 
and returned Sunday evening. As in 
previous years, we had athletes join 
other teams to make complete rosters. 
We had an entire group of grade 6/7 
athletes from Fort Simpson. Our 8/9 
boys joined Hay River, 8/9 girls joined 
Fort Smith, 10/12 boys joined Hay 

River, and Fort Smith entered our grade 
10/12 girls. Many teams made it to the 
Sunday morning games and played 
their hearts out. They came up short, 
missing the medal games but e left with 
great s to meet up with fellow athletes 
competing at the 2023 NAIG games.  

Overall, this tournament allowed 
students a heightened self-esteem as 
they had the chance to socialize and 
make new connections. The most 
popular comment since we returned is 
“when is the next tournament?” 
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SAMBAA K’E

Charles Tetcho School was cordially 
invited to visit the camp across the lake.  
Of course, we happily and graciously 
accepted.  

As the school year began here in serene 
Sambaa K’e, many of the community’s 
members were in attendance at the 
camp participating in traditional 
activities and working together to 
maintain and up-keep the facilities.  

Our morning began with a short walk 
from the school toward the dock where 
we were to meet our ride across the 
lake, Chief Dolphus Jumbo.  The sky 
was an azure blue and flecked with 
clouds of cotton candy white.  The 
trees had only just begun hinting at 
their colours, providing a glimpse into 
the Fall beauty of the community’s 
‘Northern Canvas’.  As we walked, 
our students chatted excitedly about 
the chance to visit with some of their 
friends and relatives who had been 
staying at the camp, and about their 
plans upon arrival.  Yvonne Jumbo 
- knowledgeable and soft-spoken – 
Charles Tetcho’s Slavey Language and 
Cultural teacher, shared nuggets of 
wisdom and history.

Upon reaching the dock, we were 
greeted by Chief Jumbo who joked with 
the students and looked after the safety 
of all about to embark on his boat.  

Navigating the current, we could not 
help but laugh as the mist from the 
water, cool and refreshing, lightly 
reminded us that we were alive.  The 
sound of the boat’s motor made 
conversation somewhat difficult but 
encouraged us all to drink in the 
vastness of the sky, the warmth of the 

sun, and the water and surrounding 
woods.  It was a short boat ride, but 
doubtless a lasting memory.

Arriving at the camp – a cozy collection 
of log cabins and buildings nestled into 
a clearing among the trees – one cannot 
help but feel Nature’s calming embrace.  
Once off of the dock, as the students 
danced away in familiar directions, 
Chief Jumbo proudly explained that the 
camp was once used to fight regional 
forest fires.  The camp, which once 
housed as many as fifteen helicopters 
and, at times, as many as approximately 
seventy-five individuals, is now used 
primarily for traditional activities and 
cultural experiences by the members of 
the Sambaa K’e community.  The Chief 
shares with us the past and present 
uses of some of the buildings, including 
his former office as Camp Manager, and 
invites us to feel at home and explore 
before joining other community 
members busily, but cerebrally, 
engaged in modifications and repairs.  

As we look around in wonder, we are 
warmly greeted by the Sambaa K’e 
Band Manager, Ms. Ruby Jumbo.  Ruby 
shares with us that the camp is used to 
host youth camps, traditional wellness 
and healing camps and workshops, and 
events for families and youth.  Ruby 
offers to show us around as she speaks 
about the camp, the community, and 
the future.  We are introduced to a 
number of community members who 
are working on the various stages 
of processing moose hides in the 
traditional way, including Valerie 
Lamalice, Chairperson of the Sambaa 
K’e Divisional Education Council 
(DEA).  Ruby takes the time to explain 

each step in the process as we stop to 
chat and observe.  As we pause near 
the lake, Ruby shares with us that the 
community has engaged with a number 
of universities to explore and map 
landmarks and their Slavey names, and 
to look to improve food sustainability 
through gardening and logistics.  Ruby 
pauses reflectively and then shares 
that her daughter, among a number 
of other young ladies and gentlemen, 
are heading to Fort Simpson to begin 
a new school year.  She turns to the 
sky to point out the plane carrying the 
most precious of cargo – the children 
of the community.  In the minutes 
that follow, Ruby shares a collection 
of heartfelt thoughts and feelings that, 
among other things, involve the hopes 
and dreams of the parents and other 
community members for the children 
of Sambaa K’e – the hopes and dreams 
of all parents for their children.  As 
parents, we connect.  As educators, we 
are reminded of the gravity of our roles.

Returning to the main area of the 
camp, we thank Ruby for her time 
and head toward the outdoor fire for a 
coffee. Pausing to take a photo of the 
camp, some of the children whom we 
have not yet met at school introduce 
themselves to us.  They are curious 
and friendly and are full of hope and 
promise.  They invite us to play hide-
and-seek, their enthusiasm undeniable.  
As we play, a number of the Elders, 
including Arthur, Victor and Maggie 
introduce themselves, and a number 
of other community members pause to 
share stories and insights as they work. 

As we enjoy a coffee, we are introduced 
to three other visitors, two of whom 

are presently engaged with the 
community of Sambaa K’e to share 
food sustainability and logistics.  We 
are all invited to share a hearty lunch 
which includes bannock, chicken soup 
and chicken and rice.  We have just 
enough time to eat before we are, once 
again, happily drawn into more games 
of hide-and-seek and ‘home base’, the 
latter a game we are unfamiliar with.  
Acknowledging my ignorance, the 
children excitedly explain the rules to 
me.  We thank the children for their 
explanations and share that we can 
learn from one another.

The afternoon is largely spent playing 
with the children and taking in the 
serenity of the camp.  It is easy to 
appreciate the location and the beauty, 
and easier still to understand why the 
camp is an important place for the 
community and its members.

As we prepare to return to the 
community of Sambaa K’e, we are 
grateful for the opportunity to share 
in this experience.  We are grateful 
to have met community members 
in a location of importance to them, 
where they could share with us some 
of what matters most to them and 
why.  We are grateful to have met 
and played with the children where 
they are comfortable.  We feel lucky 
and appreciative.  We are fortunate 
to have been able to meet with the 
children, many of the parents and 
community members, and a number 
of the Elders in the first week of school.  
We are fortunate to be guests in the 
community of Sambaa K’e and to have 
the opportunity to work alongside its 
children. 

A VISIT TO THE CAMP
BY: THE STUDENTS AND STAFF OF CHARLES TETCHO SCHOOL
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THE GARDEN GROWS!
BY: THE STUDENTS AND STAFF OF CHARLES TETCHO SCHOOL

For some time prior to our arrival, 
the community of Sambaa K’e has 
been engaged in the process of 
expanding their community garden.  
As part of their interest in developing 
food sustainability, healthy living, 
and exploring traditional foods, the 
community has partnered with a 
number of universities to determine 
how best to meet these goals.

During our job interview, we were 
told about the garden in Sambaa K’e, 
about a DDEC initiative to create a 
locally developed credit course in 
Horticulture, and about the building of 
a greenhouse which is to be used – in 
partnership with the community – by 
Charles Tetcho School.  It was very 
clear how excited the community 
leadership was about this entire 
process, and clear to us also, how 
excited the leadership of DDEC was 
about the initiative.

Upon arrival to Sambaa K’e, we 
met with a number of community 
members who echoed the excitement 
related to the efforts of the community 
surrounding the community garden.  
Walking around the community, 
we often saw people outside of the 
Rec Hall giving away produce grown 
locally, as well as providing samples of 
foods cooked with community garden 
vegetables.  Recipes were provided for 
many of the samples as well.  It was 
explained to us that representatives 
from the community periodically travel 
to sell produce from the garden and to 
share their success stories.  The pride 
and energy the community puts into 
the garden was easily felt. 

The community’s lead gardener, Ms. 
Catherine, in conjunction with Chief 
Dolphus Jumbo and Band Manager 
Ruby Jumbo, invited our students to 
make periodic visits to the community 
garden to learn and explore while the 
finishing touches were placed on the 
new, shared greenhouse.  We readily 
accepted the invitation and have been 
making regular weekly visits.

During our visits thus far, we have 
toured the garden and its facilities, and 
were given the opportunity to pick a 
selection of vegetables and herbs to 
take home to our parents and care-
givers.  We have also learned about the 
use of compost and soil in the garden, 
and have, as a group, helped to create 
compost and spread it in the garden 
in preparation for next year’s planting.  
We even received some sunflowers, 
peas, and herbs to plant in the new 
greenhouse to start it off! 

The hands-on learning and doing has 
been welcomed and enjoyed by the 
students of Charles Tetcho School, and 
we know that those who are involved in 
the community garden and greenhouse 
initiative are happy to have us on-
board.

We look forward to continuing to work 
together and learn.  It is a great feeling 
to be able to work in Nature, with 
Nature, and to provide a service to the 
community while we grow and enrich 
ourselves. 

Oh, and it was wonderful to be able to 
pick some flowers and give them to our 
loved ones! 
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The Elders and Knowledge Keepers 
give so much to their communities.  
They share traditional ways of knowing 
and doing, and they offer teachings 
and advice passed on from generation 
to generation, as well as that gleaned 
from their own experience and 
learning.  They are the foundation of 
the community and are both a link to 
the past, and light into the future.  They 
mean so much.  

In the spirit of gratitude and giving, 
the students of Charles Tetcho School 
wanted to show their appreciation to 
the Elders of Sambaa K’e – Arthur and 
Rita Jumbo, Victor and Maggie Jumbo, 
David Jumbo, Helen Kotchea, Mary 
Deneron, Sarah Jumbo, and Chief 
Dolphus Jumbo – by baking cookies 
and loaf, and hand-delivering a tray 
with a thank you message.

Using pumpkins grown from the 
community garden, the students made 

the pumpkin cookies and pumpkin 
loaf from scratch.  As we baked, we 
talked about how each of the Elders 
have contributed to the making of the 
wonderful community of Sambaa K’e, 
through their teachings, patience, and 
guidance, in the same way that we 
were contributing to the making of the 
goodies.  We talked about how, with 
the right guidance and ingredients, 
many wonderful and enjoyable things 
could be made.  We reflected on 
the importance of the Elders to the 
community and to our lives. In the 
Cree and Metis communities that we 
were fortunate enough to spend some 
time in, we learned of a concept known 
as ‘mino-pimatisiwin’ in Cree, which 
means ‘living the good life’ – a concept 
and belief, founded in the Dene Laws, 
that our Elders in Sambaa K’e believe 
strongly in as well. 

We thank our Elders for their 

support, knowledge and guidance, 
and acknowledge – with the utmost 
gratitude – their importance to our 
children, their hopes and futures, and 
their connections to their culture and 
traditions. We sincerely hope that your 
hearts were warmed and your souls 
filled by this small act of kindness on 

the part of our students, in the same 
way that we hope that you know how 
you warm our hearts and fill our 
souls with all of the countless acts of 
kindness that you have provided, and 
continue to provide. 

Mahsi Cho.

GIVING BACK TO THOSE WHO GIVE SO MUCH TO US
BY: THE STUDENTS AND STAFF OF CHARLES TETCHO SCHOOL

SHANE THOMPSON, NAHENDEH MLA I was happy to invite Minister Hon. 
RJ Simpson to Nahendeh riding on 
Tuesday, September 6 to Thursday, 
September 8.  Minister Simpson is the 
Minister for Education, Culture and 
Employment and Justice.  We had the 
opportunity to visit with leadership, 
community residents and visited 
the schools in five of the Nahendeh 
Communities

The tentative agenda that was provide 
was an update of the Poly Tech, 
the roles and responsibilities of the 
Aurora College Board and himself 
as the Minister, Community Issues 
regarding his two portfolios, some of 
the successes and challenges teachers 
/ students are facing and visiting the 
schools.  Each community had their 
own way of running the meetings and 
it was done very professionally.

In speaking with Minister Simpson, 
he expressed his appreciation and 
the opportunity to visit the five 
communities and six school.  As he 
explained, he was hoping to do these 
communities visit sooner but COVID 
did not allow this.  

He was very impressed with the 
questions and comments that were 
asked / presented to him and his staff.  
We do have some follow up from the 
tour and this is being done.  As well, 
the Minister has some good news once 
the 2023 / 2024 is passed.  I will be 
passing this on to the communities, 
residents, and schools once we can.

In closing, I would like to thank the 
Minister and his staff for coming into 
the region to visit.

Shane Thompson 
Nahendeh MLA

Beautiful, Amazing, Spectacular NWT
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WHAT TEACHING AT KAKISA HAS TAUGHT ME
BY: YVETTE JEAN-JACQUES

As my two weeks teaching the students 
ended, I wanted to share the key 
takeaways I have learned throughout 
my stay in Kakisa!

Just because I am a teacher, that does 
not mean that my learning journey is 
over! I understand that I am a lifelong 
learner and want to demonstrate to my 
students that I love learning. During 
my stay, I have found it important to 
learn from my students about their 
community.

One of my favourite learning 
experiences was from the students 
who taught me the history of the oldest 
house in the community. There is 
also Payton, who taught that the big 

rocks in the river are safe water marks 
measuring the depth of the water.

When did I ask My students what kind 
of person they want to be? The choices 
ranged from a doctor (Leah), a teacher 
(Presley) and a miner (Peyton).

More than ever, I discovered that 
every child is different, and every child 
deserves to be kept in mind while 
planning, instructing, assessing, and 
arranging the classroom.

The relationship that I have developed 
with the students and the community 
will be the highlight of the 2022-2023 
school year for me thus far. 

Máhsi, Kakisa!

PRACTICING
SEWING SKILLS

NATURE AT ITS FINEST
In preparation for making moccasins, 
the students are practicing their sewing 
skills. Margaret Lacorne is teaching 
them how to sew tiny slippers.  The 
next step in the process of making 
moccasins is the students will bead the 
uppers.  They will then be able to cut, 
assemble and sew their own moose 
hide moccasins.   Students are looking 
forward to this project and enjoy 
working on cultural projects in our 
outdoor ‘gathering place’.

Students in Kakisa Lake take a 
break to enjoy the beauty of their 
surroundings.  Together we took a 
nature walk and experienced the 
sights, sounds, smells and beauty of 
this wonderful land.  We discovered 
on our walk that we share this great 
land with the beavers who are 
cutting trees for their winter food; 
the busy squirrels who are getting 
ready for winter and the ducks who 
spent the summer in the river.  Our 
challenge is to make sure we protect 
this land so others can enjoy its 
beauty and appreciate what it offers 
us.
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Today is Monday September, 19 2022.
The school was taking turns of watering 
the garden. This morning we are going 
to harvest the school’s garden. We are 
going to take out our vegetables on this 

sunny day. The carrots are going to be 
so sweet, tasty and huge, the potatoes 
are going to be big and good to eat, 
and the lettuce is going to be good on a 
cheeseburger.

L.N.S - THE GREAT HARVEST
BY: MARTIN

Here are the kids delivering the 
vegetables to the Elders.

This is Gundea giving Yvonne some 
vegetables.

This is the school’s Wheelbarrow full of 
vegetables.

Ideza tries a piece of Swiss Chard while 
Aurora looks for more potatoes.

This year, Theresa Bonnetrouge, Deh 
Gáh Elementary and Secondary 
School’s Indigenous Language 
Education teacher, is celebrating forty 
years as an educator.  

Theresa has spent the entirety of her 
teaching career at Deh Gáh School. 
She started teaching in 1982. In her 
first year of teaching at Deh Gáh, she 
taught Grade 3. She had the largest 
class in the school that year!

She was Acting Principal for a 
number of years and was the school 
principal of Deh Gáh Elementary and 
Secondary School for one year. 

In 2007, Theresa started teaching the 
language immersion program to the 
Grade 2 and 3 class. 

When the language teacher did not 
return, Theresa was asked if she 
wanted to do the language program 
full-time, and she has been in that 
position ever since.

Theresa believes strongly in 
educating the whole child - body, 
mind, and spirit in conjunction 
with the Dene Laws. She bases her 
classroom management style on the 

Dene Laws. She is also the person 
on staff who oversees the school’s 
cultural practices. She invites 

the drummers, elders, and local 
authorities to the school for various 
events, and coaches the school 
principal in protocol regarding 
cultural events. 

DGESS begins each day with Theresa 
Bonnetrouge as she leads morning 
announcements and O’Canada 
every day, speaking in Dene Zhatie 
with a selected student over the 
Public Address system. Theresa has 
taught the parents and even some 
grandparents of our current study 
body. She is a respected icon in our 
school community, and in the larger 
community of Fort Providence. 

Deh Gáh Elementary and Secondary 
School is blessed to have Theresa 
Bonnetrouge as an integral part of its 
staff. We are grateful to have her as 
our Indigenous Language Education 
teacher. We do not know what we 
would do without her when that 
fateful day of her retirement dawns 
on us. She is irreplaceable. We cannot 
do without her laughter, language 
skills, knowledge, kindness and 
leadership.    

Congratulations, Theresa, and Mahsi 
Cho for all you do for us at Deh Gáh 
and in the Dehcho!

DGESS’S INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE 
EDUCATION TEACHER, THERESA 
BONNETROUGE, CELEBRATES 40 YEARS 
AS AN EDUCATOR
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

Beautiful, Amazing, Spectacular NWT
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WELCOME BACK, STAFF AND STUDENTS!

DGESS STAFF WELCOMES BACK ITS FRIENDS!
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

NAHANNI BUTE

FORT PROVIDENCE

Charles Yohn School is excited to 
welcome back staff and students for 
the 2022/2023 school year! Charles 
Yohin School opened the school with 
a community celebration, and we 
could also serve a community lunch. 
Thank you to the DEA, Chief, Chief and 
Council, band office, and community 
members for joining us during this 
school opening. Charles Yohin School 
and the DEA had been excited to host 
this community gathering, as we have 
not been able to do so in the past due 
to COVID-19 restrictions. Thank you 
Marlene, Bryan, Jayne, Trish, Mason, 
Brayden, Ciara, and Drake, for helping 
with the community celebration and 
lunch.

Mr. Bryan Strong, the Principal, has 
some exciting news. Bryan was able 
to secure $10,000.00 from the Blue 
Jays Care Foundation on behalf of 
Charles Yohin School to host monthly 
community gatherings. Thank you, 

Jays Care Foundation, for supporting 
the community of Nahanni Butte and 
Charles Yohin School. 

Last year in May 2022, Charles Yohin 
School created a partnership with 
Ecology North. Ecology North came to 
Nahanni Butte and taught the school 
about vegetables which are successful 
at growing in the north. We learned 
that lettuce, potatoes, onions, beets, 
carrots, and potatoes grow easily in 
the north. Besides learning about 
vegetables, Ecology North worked 
with the students to create two garden 
boxes. In September, Brayden, Bryan, 
and Trish harvested the garden. While 
not all vegetables grew, Brayden, 
Bryan, and Trish harvested potatoes, 
small carrots, and lots of lettuce. As 
a collective, we were surprised why 
the carrots were so small. We thought 
it could have been a lack of water, or 
perhaps the seeds had been too close 
together. Nonetheless, we appreciated 

the harvest and could share it with 
our families and provide the extras 
to Marlene (Community Member) to 
share with other community members. 
Thank you Marlene, for your help.

During this school year, Charles 
Yohin School’s goal is to have Elders, 
Knowledge Keepers, and community 
members involved in the school. 
The intent of involvement would be 
for staff and students to partake in 
Dene cultures, traditions, histories, 
and experiences. We look forward 
to facilitating these experiences as 
the staff and students enjoy learning 
opportunities.

Thank you, Trish Isaiah for your past 
year of help and support in the school. 
We wish you the best of luck in your 
future endeavours. Charles Yohin 
School would like to welcome Sydney 
Hope and Kathy Konisenta to the 
school staff. We are excited to have you 
as part of the Charles Yohin Family.

The staff of Deh Gáh Elementary and 
Secondary School welcomed students 
back with colourful, visual displays 
that reflect Indigenous language and 
culture. 

ILE teacher, Theresa Bonnetrouge, 
decorated the bulletin board in the 
main foyer with a dedication to 
seasonal aspects of autumn as revered 
in the Dene culture, aspects of the 
Dene Zhatie language and school 
prayer.  

The bulletin board in the locker 
lobby is changed each month by an 
assigned staff member to feature 
a different Dene Law. This month, 
teacher Diana Gargan, decorated 
the bulletin board with images of her 
Grade 2 and 3 students. The Dene Law 
Diana highlighted in September is: 
Young girls and boys should behave 
respectfully. 

SA Laura Sabourin made a colourful 
sign for the Primary wing that says, 
‘Welcome Friends’, in Dene Zhatie. 
Mahsi Cho, Laura!

All was put up in time to welcome back 
our students on Friday, August 26th, 
2022.   

Grade 2 and 3 students on Diana Gargan's September Dene Laws bulletin 
board

Primary wing 'Welcome Friends' sign by SA Laura Sabourin

ILE teacher, Theresa Bonnetrouge's, September 
seasonal bulletin board celebrating Dene 
culture and language
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This year we have a new Grade 8 and 9 teacher at Deh 
Gáh School. His name is James Omowumi. I asked 
him to tell us a little about himself. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: So James. Where did you grow 
up? 

James Omowumi: I was born in Western Africa in 
Nigeria. When I was 18, I moved to Prince Edward 
Island to attend university. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: How long have you been in the 
NWT? 

James Omowumi: 1 year

Sheena Bonnetrouge: What brought you to the NWT?

James Omowumi: I came to the NWT to teach and 
for an adventure. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: What is something you 
have learned about our culture since being in Fort 
Providence?

James Omowumi: I have learned not to point. It is 
considered rude to point. I am trying to control this 
urge to point that I have.

Sheena Bonnetrouge: What is your favorite thing to 
do when you are not at school?  

James Omowumi: I love to listen to music and 
workout in the gym. I love to play basketball. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: What is one thing you want 
your students to know about you?

James Omowumi: I am actually a lot of fun and 
goofy. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: What is one thing you wish to 
do in the NWT before your time here comes to an 
end? 

James Omowumi: I want to go tubing from Big River 
to the Fort Providence dock. 

Sheena Bonnetrouge: Thank you for allowing me to 
interview you. 

James Omowumi: You’re very welcome, Sheena. 
Thank you. 

This year we have a new Program Support Teacher 
at Deh Gáh School. Her name is Della Beck. I asked 
Della to tell us a little about himself. 

Gitta Causa: Hi there, Della! Where did you grow up? 

Della Beck: I was born in Fort Resolution and I also 
lived in Edmonton, Alberta. 

Gitta Causa: How long have you been in the NWT? 

Della Beck: More than 30 years. 

Gitta Causa: What brought you to the NWT?

Della Beck: My family is from here.

Gitta Causa: What is something you have learned 
about our culture since being in Fort Providence?

Della Beck: I learned there are a lot of bison in town!

Gitta Causa: What is your favorite thing to do when 
you are not at school?  

Della Beck: I love to play Candy Crush! So send me 
some lives! 

Gitta Causa: What is one thing you want your 
students to know about you?

Della Beck: I love being a teacher! 

Gitta Causa: What is one thing you want to do in the 
NWT that you haven’t done yet? 

Della Beck: I would like to tan a moosehide. 

Gitta Causa: Thank you for talking to me today. 

Della Beck: I love talking to you. It’s a lot of fun! 
Thank you, Gitta!

My name is Dean Squirrel. I am a grade 12 student 
at Deh Gáh Secondary School. I am interviewing my 
new high school teacher, Jessica Minoza.  

Dean Squirrel: Hi Jessica. Where did you grow up?

Jessica Minoza: I grew up in Fort Providence. 

Dean Squirrel: How long have you been in the NWT?

Jessica Minoza: Most of my life. I went away for 
school for a time. 

Dean Squirrel: What brought you back? 

Jessica Minoza: Family, home, food and the land. 

Dean Squirrel: Since you’re from here, you know 
about our culture. What is your favorite part of our 
culture? 

Jessica Minoza: Yes. I do share the same culture and 
I am pleased to see the youth so eager to learn about 
who they are as Indigenous people. They love to learn 
about their identity as Indigenous people. 

Dean Squirrel: What is your favorite thing to do 
when you’re not at school?  

Jessica Minoza: I love to read and I enjoy watching 
documentaries. I like decorating and I like to travel. I 
like to learn new things everyday. 

Dean Squirrel: What is one thing you want your 
students to know about you?

Jessica Minoza: You can count on me to talk your 
ears off!

Dean Squirrel: What is one thing you wish to do in 
the NWT before your time here comes to an end?

Jessica Minoza: I want to build lasting friendships. 

Dean Squirrel: Thank you for allowing me to 
interview you today, Jessica. Mahsi Cho!

Jessica Minoza: You’re welcome. Thank you for 
talking with me today! Mahsi Cho!

MEET MY NEW TEACHER
BY: SHEENA BONNETROUGE BY: GITTA CAUSA BY: DEAN SQUIRREL
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Principal Griffin, with the help of 
school CYCC and resident graphic 
artist extraordinaire, Dafne Blanco-
Sarlay, blew up Indigenous book 
jackets and made a bulletin board in 
the Junior wing that says: Leap Into 
Indigenous Literature. DGESS staff 
continue to teach Indigenous content 
in every DGESS classroom and we 
continue to purchase Indigenous 
literature to be given as birthday gifts to 
each student as part of our district wide 
literacy initiatives. 

Deh Gáh Elementary and Secondary 
School has made huge strides in 
improving the literacy levels of its 
students. The reading of  DGESS 
students has improved by one or more 
grade levels in the last two years despite 
Covid disruptions.  

Deh Gáh Elementary and Secondary 

School is in its third and final year of its 
Indigo Books Love of Reading funding. 
Since 2020, the school has used the 
money provided by Indigo Love of 
Reading to purchase Indigenous books 
for the school. Since 2020, we have 
bought enough Indigenous literature 

to give every DGESS student an 
Indigenous book on his or her birthday. 

The tradition continues this year. We 
will continue to study Indigenous 
literature in the classroom and send 
it home to be read and celebrated by 
each student’s family. 

When students connect to what 
they are reading there is greater 
engagement. This translates into 
greater student success with regards to 
literacy. 

LEAP INTO INDIGENOUS LITERATURE
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

DGESS’S INSPIRATIONAL INDIGENOUS WALL
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

How would you feel if you never saw 
anyone who looked like you succeed? 
How would it feel to never see anyone 
who looked like you doing what you 
want to do with your own life? 

This is a question we asked ourselves 
at Deh Gáh. We know that Indigenous 
children need to see other Indigenous 
people, people who look like them, 
doing impressive things in the world. 
When a child sees people who look 
like them doing impressive things in 
the world and living their dreams, that 
child’s brain says, “Oh okay, yeah! This 
is me. I can do that too! It’s possible.”

The staff at Deh Gáh Elementary 
and Secondary School erected 
an Inspirational Indigenous Wall. 
We ordered frames for posters of 
Indigenous people who are trailblazers 
in their field and hung those portraits 
in the Intermediate wing of the school. 

These posters act as a reminder to all 
DGESS students that whatever they 
conceive of achieving, it is possible for 
them to achieve. 

If you can dream it, you can do it, but 
you must first dream it. It helps to 
see other Indigenous people living 
those lives our students are only now 
beginning to dream of for themselves.
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DEH GÁH BELIEVES IN 5-MINUTE CARDIO CIRCUITS
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

Movement breaks benefit both the 
teacher and his or her students. Using 
them at the right time helps increase 
student focus, decrease stress, and 
create opportunities for community 
building and fun.

Deh Gáh Elementary and Secondary 
School believes in movement breaks. 
The staff has created a cardio circuit 

in the school for active students who 
require a five minute movement break 
outside of the classroom. 

There is a place to do hopscotch, a 
place to do wall push ups, and a place 
to do Jumping Jacks. A quick workout 
around the circuit located outside of 
our LLI and PST rooms, helps those 
students in need of a quick body break. 

They can channel their energy into 
positive physical movement before 
returning to class. 

Plan to use movement breaks more 
often this year — and consider trying 
one during a time in the school day 
when you haven't before.

Beautiful, Amazing, Spectacular NWT

My name is Kiera. I am a grade 
10 student at Deh Gáh Secondary 
School. I am taking Grade 10 Art 
through Northern Distance Learning 
(NDL) this semester. I decided to 
interview my NDL instructor, Cynthia 
Landry. 

Kiera Kenny-Andrew: Hi Cynthia. 
Thank you for doing this with me. I’ll 
start by asking where you grew up? 

Cynthia Landry: I was born and 
raised in Fort Providence. 

Kiera Kenny-Andrew: Since you’re 
from here, what is your favorite part 
of our culture? 

Cynthia Landry: I love Indigenous 
art and stories. 

Kiera Kenny-Andrew: What is your 
favorite thing to do when you’re not 
at school?  

Cynthia Landry: I love to walk in 
nature. I like to hike and I like going 
out on the land.

Kiera Kenny-Andrew: What is one 
thing you want your students to know 
about you?

Cynthia Landry: I’m an artist. :)

Kiera Kenny-Andrew: Thank you for 
allowing me to interview you. Mahsi 
Cho!

Cynthia Landry: You’re welcome. 
Mahsi Cho!

MEET MY NEW 
NDL E-LEARNING 
MONITOR,  
CYNTHIA LANDRY
BY KIERA KENNY-ANDREW
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FORT PROVIDENCE

The staff of Deh Gáh Elementary and 
Secondary School collectively erected 
the school tipi on August 25th, 2022 
in time to welcome back students on 
August 26th, 2022. 

The English word ‘tipi’ originates 
from the Lakota word ‘thipi’, which is 
defined as ‘a dwelling’ primarily used 
by the nomadic Indigeous tribes of 
North America for hundreds of years. 

These dwellings provided warmth and 
comfort in the winter and dryness 
during the rainy months.

The tipi was more than just a home—it 
was a sacred space. The circle, a symbol 
of the interconnectedness of all things 
and of Mother Earth, is the basic shape 
and foundation of the tipi. The floor 
symbolizes the earth and the walls, the 
sky.

The poles of the tipi represent the 
nations of peoples living upon Mother 
Earth: Cree, Ojibway, Dakota, Dene, 
etc. As the points in the circle are 
infinite, all the Nations of Mother Earth 
fit in this circle. 

The flaps represent Grandfather, arms 
reaching up. The smoke represents 
prayers being carried to Creator. The 
poles represent the full cycle of the 

year, 13 moons and two poles for night 
and day. There are 15 poles in total.

DGESS’s tipi is an important part of our 
Indigenous school culture. Classroom 
restorative healing circles can be held 
here to promote classroom cultures of 
kindness and cooperation based on the 
Dene Laws. 

DGESS’S TIPI IS UP AGAIN
BY: ANGELA GRIFFIN

ORANGE SHIRT DAY
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

Orange Shirt Day acts to symbolically 
commemorate the losses of Indigenous 
students forced to attend residential 
schools. Young First Nations’ children 
were forcibly removed from their 
families and sent far from home to 
residential schools scattered across 

Canada. The children were forbidden to 
speak their language or celebrate their 
culture including spiritual practices. 

Many of those Indigenous children did 
not make it home. Those who did often 
returned broken and estranged from 

their families, communities, language, 
culture and themselves. The road to 
healing has been long and the struggle 
to recover their identity as Indigenous 
people has been hard fought. 

On September 29th, 2022, Deh Gáh 

students and students all across the 
NWT wore orange shirts to remember 
residential school survivors, and those 
not fortunate enough to return home 
from residential schools. 
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Collaboration with other teachers 
at the same grade level is a rare 
opportunity in our small schools. 
Teachers working together can make 
such a difference for our students and 
classrooms. Some DDEC teachers 
benefited from a special opportunity 
to form Professional Learning 
Communities, coming together to 
share ideas, expertise, and knowledge 
in literacy. As the year progresses, 
this collaboration will continue with 

virtual visits.

In September, Kindergarten and 
Grade One teachers met to begin 
their collaboration as they worked 
on their writing programs. At this age 
level, there are unique challenges for 
teachers as children enter the world of 
reading and writing. Success in these 
early grades is so important as it lays 
a foundation for the years to come. 
The commitment and care for their 
students is so evident in the work our 
Kindergarten and Grade One teachers 
do together.

Grade Seven to Twelve English 
Language Arts teachers are also 
collaborating in a Professional 
Learning Community, and they also 
met in September. In this group we 
have several new teachers and a few 
experienced teachers. They are a great 
support for each other. This year, 
DDEC schools are being introduced 
to the Reading Power program 
for literacy in grades 7–12. This 
Professional Learning Community 
provides an opportunity for teachers 
to become familiar with the new 
materials while receiving support from 
their colleagues. These teachers are 
eager to learn and to provide the best 
learning for Dehcho students.

We look forward to a wonderful year of 
working and learning together.

FORT PROVIDENCE

From September 6th to September 
16th, 2022, Deh Gáh Elementary School 
students from Junior Kindergarten to 
Grade 3 were out on the land. Students 
enjoyed many opportunities to explore, 
appreciate, play, understand, and 

respect their relationship with the 
land, nature, others, and themselves. 
Furthermore, students participated in 
various traditional activities including 
picking berries, fixing and checking 
nets, scaling, cooking fish, eating fish, 

enjoying nature walks, plucking ducks, 
collecting spruce gum, gathering 
colourful leaves, listening to stories, 
and doing daily Read Aloud and 
Guided Reading. 

Students were thankful for going out 

on the land and asked when our next 
excursion of learning on the land would 
be. 

Students demonstrated appreciation, 
respect, and a sense of pride in being 
who they are.  

DGESS JK TO GRADE 3 FALL CAMP 2022
BY DIANA GARGAN

ACROSS THE DEHCHO STUDENTS WRITE
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

As part of the literacy initiatives rolled 
out across the Dehcho in the last three 
years, students within the jurisdiction 
of the Dehcho Divisional Education 
Council (DDEC) participated in 
the District Student Write (DSW) in 
September again this year. Literacy 
Coordinator, Pauline Gilmour, 
works incredibly hard to oversee 
the implementation of reading and 
writing programs in every DDEC 
school that are daily strengthening 
the literacy skills of every attending 
student. 

In keeping with those district wide 
initiatives, Gilmour conducted 
training in the fall for new teachers to 
go over the DSW and reviewed with 
them the DSW aspect of collaborative 
marking that is essential to the success 
of the DSW program. 

Students at Deh Gáh Elementary and 
Secondary School have experienced 
huge strides in literacy as a result 
of the hard work of Gilmour and 
the DDEC team of curriculum 
coordinators and, at the school level, 
DGESS’s Literacy Leads, Diana Gargan 
and Terry Sapp. Every classroom 
teacher and each classroom Student 
Assistant (SA) within Deh Gáh 
Elementary and Secondary School 
have been instrumental in improving 
the achievements in literacy of its 
student body.  

Though much progress has been made 
in literacy at DGESS, particularly 
with regards to the writing skills of 
our students, DGESS has set a goal to 
improve each child’s literacy by one 
or more grade level by an additional 
74% margin by the end of 2023. We 
are confident we will achieve this 
objective with the DDEC team behind 
DGESS’s staff’s efforts at the school 
level. 

DGESS Grade 6/7 teacher, Cassandra Richards and DGESS Grade 8/9 teacher 
James Omowumi collaboratively marking Dehcho Students Write (DSW) 
assessments. 

Students in a tent create buildings out of wood. Caeleb Sapp, Laura Sabourin, Dahtu Landry and 
Zoey Landry (fixing fish nets)  

Dahtu Landry, Avery Krutko, Ruby Nadli and River 
Bonnetrouge (plucking ducks)
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WRIGLEY

SPANISH CAMP IN THE DEHCHO

CULTURAL CAMPING
NOT JUST FOR FUN, BUT A MOMENT TO REFLECT
BY: SYLVESTER BOADI, PRINCIPAL

CULTURAL CAMPING-NOT JUST FOR 
FUN, BUT A MOMENT TO REFLECT

How do you feel if you take students 
on the land for experiential learning 
and your DEA volunteer to join the 
group? It’s more exciting and I hope 
you agree with me. The goal for our 
two-day camping was not just for fun 
but to link students to their heritage 
and to consolidate the existing school-
community relationship. Academically, 
we sought to provide opportunities for 
students to develop personal growth, 
leadership, teamwork, and to learn 

with and from each other in a range of 
cultural activities.

What is most exciting is the extent to 
which students expressed genuine 
interest and enthusiasm. They worked 
in groups and played various forms of 
leadership roles. Interestingly, some of 
them were able to apply what they’ve 
learned in classroom while they were 
on the field. For example, one student 
picked a piece of wood on the ground 
and was able to identify the shape of 
the wood as triangle. That scene gave 
me a nice opportunity to teach the 

student and his colleagues the various 
types of triangles by asking them to 
measure the three sides of the wood. In 
the end, they discovered that the three 
sides were unequal. I helped them to 
name it as a scalene triangle. 

Some of the kids were found busily 
learning how to use the catapult. 
For those who were unable to 
propel pellets out of their catapult, 
they really expressed some level of 
disappointment. I explained the 
scientific principle behind their 
failure. Then again, the cultural setting 

division of labour principle was also 
manifested. Thus, while the boys were 
busily learning how to use the catapult 
and cut woods, the girls were interested 
in cutting meat to remove the venous 
sinuses from it to facilitate drying.

Cultural camping of this nature is 
extremely beneficial for experiential 
learning and skills development among 
students. As a result, staff of CJYS in 
collaboration with the community 
elders are committed in ensuring that 
it becomes an important part of the 
school program.

•To provide participants with opportunities to experience genuine adventure  
and to be challenged mentally, emotionally, physically and socially through outdoor activities and experiences;

After  Covid restrictions were lifted, 
the Dehcho Divisional Education 
once again ran the successful summer 
day camps during the month of July 
2022. This year, the previously run 
Spanish Summer Day Camp returned 
with camps held in Fort Providence 
and Fort Simpson.  This was the first 
year the  camp was expanded to a 
community outside of Fort Simpson.

The coordinator of the project Spanish 
Summer Day Camp. Jasna Palis  is a 
qualified Early Childhood Educator II 
and  is originally from South America 
and has been living in the Dehcho 
Region for over  ten years. She has 
experience in teaching the Spanish 
language. Her creativity, motivation 
and leadership ability allow her to 
interact with the students to create 
a fun two week program in each 
community with various Spanish 
themed activities, with plenty of time 
for fun and recreation.   The camps 
were supported by the Deh Gah School 
and DEA in Fort Providence as well as 
the Village of Fort Simpson Recreation 
Centre department and staff.

In doing Spanish activities, children 

learned basics of Spanish language 
and important social skills, healthy 
emotional development and more.

This year, the camps focused on games, 
music, recreation and arts and craft 
as well as giving the participants an 

opportunity to have exposure to a new 
language by learning new words and 
preparing exercises to reinforce the 
learning.  The camp in Fort Simpson 
was culminated with a cookout at the 
campground and a wind up party on 
the last day.  
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The Brighter Days program gently introduces 
Indigenous youth to Kids Help Phone services 
and provides them with an opportunity to engage 
virtually with a Kids Help Phone Indigenous 
Wellness Specialist* in a culturally safe and fun 
conversation.

After the introductory session, participating 
groups have the option of hosting additional 
sessions focused on wellness topics such as 
managing anxiety, self-care and more.

*Please note that although the Indigenous Wellness Specialist who leads the sessions is a mental 
health professional, the program sessions are not counselling sessions.

Brighter Days features videos from 
trusted Indigenous influencers 
including Jordin Tootoo

Learn more or register at:
KidsHelpPhone.ca/Brighter Days

Who is elegible for 
the program?
Any group of Indigenous 
youth (school classes, 
community programs etc.)
Minimum group size is 5
youth
Age 6 – 29 (grade 1 to 
post-secondary)

How is the program 
delivered?
Virtually (video or audio)
Session length varies by 
age:
     Age 6-10 have two, 
     30 minute sessions
     Age 11-29 have one, 
     50 minute session

Is there a cost to 
participating groups?
There is no cost to 
participating groups. Brighter 
Days is funded through 
generous donations.

What is required of participating groups?
1. Register for sessions at KidsHelpPhone.ca/BrighterDays
2. Speak with the Indigenous Wellness Specialist ahead of session
3. Play the provided introductory video featuring Jordin Tootoo
4. Connect by video or audio at the selected time and date for the session
5. Distribute provided gifts (toques), promotional materials and evaluation forms at end of session


